Query processing in databases can be divided into two steps: selecting an 'optimal' evaluation strategy, and executing it. We first present elementary nested loop and relational algebra algorithms for query execution and point out some opportunities for improving their performance. A survey of optimization strategies, structured in query transformation techniques and access planning methods, follows. Finally, extensions for special-purpose query systems are briefly addressed. W. Kim et al. (eds.), Query Processing in Database Systems
Performance Considerations in Database Systems
Database management systems (DBMS) are now a widely accepted tool for reducing the problem of managing a large collection of shared data for application programmers and end users. The user interacts with the system by submitting requests for data selection (queries) or manipulation (updates) . Both kinds of operations frequently involve access to data described to the system in terms of their properties rather than their location. A sequence of queries or updates which is logically a single unit of interaction with the database is called a transaction.
To fulfill its mission, a DBMS must be efficient in the sense that it minimizes the consumption of human and machine resources for processing transactions submitted to it. The costs of human resources in utilizing a DBMS are determined, among other factors, by the power and friendliness of the language provided to each type of user (application programmer or end user), and by the system's response time. The goals of language power and fast response time may be in conflict since it is often difficult to implement a powerful language construct efficiently. It is the task of the database implementor to reduce this potential problem.
Machine resources used by the DBMS include the &torage space for data and access paths in secondary memory, as well as for main memory buffers, and the time spent by the CPU and channels for data transfer to and from secondary memory and other computers (in distributed databases). The trade-off between these costs components is influenced by the architecture of the ,database system.
In a geographically distributed DBMS with relatively slow communication lines between the sites where data reside and the sites where requests originate, communica-tion delay dominates the costs while the other factors are only relevant for local suboptimization. In centralized systems, the emphasis is on minimizing secondary storage accesses (transfer channel usage), although for complex queries the CPU costs may also be quite high. Finally, in locally distributed DBMS's, all factors have similar weights resulting in very complex cost functions.
There is also a higher-level trade-off between user and machine cost components [APER83]. An effort to minimize response time is reasonable only under the assumption that user time is the most important bottleneck resource. Otherwise, direct cost minimization of machine resource usage can be attempted. Fortunately, user and machine-oriented goals are largely complementary; where goal conflicts arise, they can often be resolved by assigning limits to the availability of machine resources (e. g., main memory buffer space).
Exact optimization of these cost factors is usually not only computationally infeasible but also prevented by the lack of precise database statistics, i. e., information about the size of data objects and the distribution of data values. Nevertheless, it is customary to use the term query optimization for the heuristic selection of strategies to improve the efficiency of executing individual queries. Database management systems can support the achievement of efficiency by providing the following subsystems:
1. a physical design environment which allows the physical structure of the database to be adapted to an expected usage pattern [MARC84]; 2. a transaction management mechanism that allows multiple access sequences to be executed concurrently but without mutual interference that would lead to inconsistent data [GRAY81]; 3. a query processing subsystem that evaluates queries efficiently within the constraints created by the two previous mechanisms.
This chapter addresses the question of how to construct a query processor for a relational DBMS (other types of database systems will be considered briefly). We first discuss how high-level language queries can be represented in the DBMS (sect. 2). Next, we contrast two elementary algorithms for processing a given query, and present examples and a general framework for improving their efficiency (sect. 3). In sections 4 and 5, two basic strategies within this framework will be investigated: the transformation of a query into a form that can be evaluated more efficiently, and the generation of a good access plan for the fast evaluation of a given representation form. Environments where conventional query processing is not sufficient will be reviewed in sect. 6.
Queries and Query Languages
Many user interfaces can be constructed on top of the same database system. This paper will use a relational framework. We briefly review relational data structures and integrity constraints before focusing our attention on the representation of relational queries; for more background on the relational model of data, the reader is referred to the literature (e. g., [MAIE83], [ULLM82]). In the relational model, data are
